Abstract The need for automated instrument product (Experiment Data Records and Reduced Data Records) generation is driven by mission performance requirements such as high data volumes, rapid product turnaround and product complexity combined with the need to keep operational costs low. Historically, missions have independently developed unique capabilities to manage production of critical instrument products with little or no inheritance. 12 This paper discusses the Multi-mission Automated Task Invocation Subsystem (MATIS), which is a distributed data processing framework for the automated generation of instrument products. It is a workflow manager that executes programs in a specific order and under specific conditions. Building a one-size-fits-all system is impossible because of mission requirements such as product turn-around time, the types and number of products to generate, and system requirements. MATIS is configurable, allowing for specific plug-ins. The implementation approach leveraged off inheritance of existing product generation capabilities, lessons learned from MER (Mars Exploration Rovers) and Cassini, and integration of applicable open-source software.
This paper discusses the Multi-mission Automated Task Invocation Subsystem (MATIS), which is a distributed data processing framework for the automated generation of instrument products. It is a workflow manager that executes programs in a specific order and under specific conditions. Building a one-size-fits-all system is impossible because of mission requirements such as product turn-around time, the types and number of products to generate, and system requirements. MATIS is configurable, allowing for specific plug-ins. The implementation approach leveraged off inheritance of existing product generation capabilities, lessons learned from MER (Mars Exploration Rovers) and Cassini, and integration of applicable open-source software.
This software benefits flight projects by lowering development and operations costs, and reducing risks while increasing reliability. It allows "lights-dim" operations support vs. round-the clock system staffing, and lowers the cost of operations (Phase E) by allowing more flexibility to add/change product generation requirements and reduces training costs across supported missions. Although implemented to support instrument product generation, other project teams or subsystems requiring timely and reliable execution of programs and applications across all mission phases could utilize these capabilities.
MATIS is currently supporting Phoenix in operations. It will also support (Mars Science Laboratory) and Diviner in the coming year. requirements. High data volumes, rapid product turnaround, product complexity, as well as the need to keep operational costs low, lead different projects to come up with similar approaches to address the issues. However, JPL missions have independently developed unique capabilities to manage production of critical instrument data products with little or no inheritance.
For example, Cassini's automated system CDRS (Cassini Downlink Reconciliation Subsystem), utilizes a relational database for defining and configuring its pipelines, persisting pipeline state and storing its triggering information. The pipelines are time triggered requests and jobs for "scheduling telemetry processing, accessing and deciphering telemetry, product formatting, delivery and quality assessment, reconciling expected data products with products that are received, and accounting for missing data." [1] In the case of MER (Mars Exploration Rovers), "the data were systematically processed by chaining together the invocations of product generating application programs in deliberate ordering sequences using higher level 'glue' software, otherwise known as 'glueware'. The integration of the application programs with the glueware enabled an automated end-to-end system of product generating systems that collectively became known as the pipeline system." [2] The 'glueware' was developed as shell scripts.
It is apparent that it will prove beneficial to have a multimission approach to support the immense amount of product generation in future missions. While both aforementioned systems have successfully met all project requirements and are still currently used in operations, it would be difficult to expand either one of them for multimission purposes. Cassini's time-based trigger system does not work for the Mars missions, where the trigger is filebased, i.e. the onset of the pipeline execution is the appearance of a file in the directory. In addition, the Cassini pipeline is defined in the database, which is against MER's stipulation that the pipeline must not depend on any DBMS system (Database Management System). One shortcoming of the MER pipeline is that it relies heavily on Shell Script. The lack of a simple method to define the pipelines results in a bottleneck which relies on the expertise of a few people to make process changes. This paper describes the capabilities in the Multi-mission Automated Product Invocation Subsystem (MATIS) that provides a common set of core functions, plus project adaptations, to meet each missions' specific goals.
DESIGN APPROACH
Taking a multi-mission approach, the MATIS design team was conscientious about not limiting the design to meet a single project's view of a capability. Interfaces are heavily utilized such that the actual implementation may be easily changed.
Load balancing is one example. The system needs to be able to distribute the processes to ensure a good return on performance. However, each mission may design a different architecture for implementation. One mission may choose to designate all CPU-intensive programs on a supercomputer, while another may choose to distribute all processes evenly among all hosts.
Another example is the use of a Persistent Store. The system must keep track of certain basic information about the process to maintain the health of the system or for report generation. One mission may choose to store that data in a DBMS system, while another may choose another approach.
Another design approach is to keep the system scalable. This new system must support missions of various complexity and size. The MATIS designers did not want to develop a monstrous system that is not practical for small projects.
Keeping the system configurable is also essential. During operations, there may be different processing scenarios. The system must be able to support all scenarios without holding up the operations work by waiting for another delivery.
IMPLEMENTATION
MATIS is a distributed data processing framework for automated generation of instrument products; a workflow manager that executes a specific set of programs in a specific order and under specific condition. Its design was leveraged off past experience gained from developing the Cassini and MER systems.
WORKFLOW MANAGER
Workflow managers have become very popular and there are many commercial products available. So why was the decision made to implement an in-house solution? After a trade study, the team discovered that many of the commercially available workflow managers do not satisfy all the mission needs. For example, in the implementation of JBOSS jBPM (JBoss Business Process Manager) 3.0.2, the "fork" capability for parallel processing is not the multithread implementation that programmers are familiar with. Instead, if you think of the Process Definition as a tree, then the jBPM 3.0.2 fork implementation traverses the tree using depth-first search algorithm; that is following (or executing) each branch until a join that ends the fork is detected. On the other hand, jBPM has many capabilities that are useful, e.g. pipeline definition (See Section 4.4) and a Hibernate interface of persistence (See Section 4.7). The decision of the trade-study was to build a system that leverages off jBPM as well as Cassini and MER pipeline system, but a solution to the limitation of the jBPM "fork" must be provided (See Section 4.4).
PROJECT ADAPTATIONS
The core components only provide the framework for executing the tasks. In order for a project to use MATIS, three basic questions must be answered: 
AUTOMATED PRODUCT GENERATION
This section details the description of the various components of MATIS.
SERVERS
Each mission can specify the configuration of the servers according to its needs via MATIS configuration file. The servers can be started on one host or distributed among several hosts to improve performance. 
PROGRAM EXECUTION
Once the Scheduler has kicked off the pipeline by creating a Process Instance, the pipeline is managed by the Service Factory. At each state of the PD, there is either some processing work or some decision that needs to be made.
Fig. 3. Example of a Process Definition
The logic for the decision is defined in the PD. Hibernate is an object-relational mapping (ORM) framework to map java objects to relational database tables. Hibernate provides easy to use APIs that make the written code much smaller compared to directly using JDBC. As a result, development time is also reduced. Hibernate supports many SQL databases such as Oracle, Sybase, MySQL, and PostgresSQL etc.
Persistence may be enabled or disabled depending on the project's choice. Pipelines run faster without the persistence; however the ability to restart from a saved state is lost.
SYSTEM FEATURES
This section highlights the system features of MATIS.
LOAD BALANCING
The load-balancing capability is a project plug-in. The default implementation is the following: each Service Factory is assigned a maximum load, which is the maximum number of pipelines it can run simultaneously. Upon receiving a triggering event, the Controller asks the Service Factories for their load factor (based on the event type) and selects the Service Factory with the least load. The load balancer on the Service Factory can be configured to only handle specific event types. If none of the Service Factories can process the pipeline, the Controller periodically inquires with each Service Factory until one of the Service Factory is able to process it.
CHANGING THE PIPELINE ON-THE-FLY
The ordering of the program execution may sometimes need to be changed. Since this is defined in an XML-like file (Process Definition File), it can easily be changed.
MATIS also allows changing the pipeline during processing. For example, if an output directory needs to be changed, the user may pause the pipeline, load the new configuration file, and then resume the pipeline. Whatever is specified in the Process Definition after this state will be processed with the newly specified parameters.
It is also easy to define new pipelines. As long as the programs have been adapted before, i.e., there is already a Run Task class associated with it, defining a new pipeline does not need to go through any recompilation.
FAIL-SAFE CAPABILITY
"snapshot"). By taking this snapshot, MATIS can restart a Process Instance from the last point of execution.
Periodically, the Controller pings each Service Factory to see whether it's still alive. If there's no response, the Controller will restart the Service Factory automatically. If that fails, or if the RMID (Java Remote Method Invocation Activation System Daemon) is dead, then the Controller will distribute the work to other Service Factories and the PI will start from the last saved state. (Note: the PI is a Process Instance, an instantiation of the pipeline.)
LOGGING
MATIS provides an implementation of the Java Logger which allows the users to define the granularity of the log messages (from SEVERE to DEBUG). MATIS also provides an API to capture standard out and standard error messages that are saved using the Java logger. This is useful because all the messages that are generated from the programs called by Run Task can be captured all in one place.
SUPPORTING THE SYSTEM
This section describes what are needed to support MATIS. Upcoming capabilities to be delivered for MATIS include a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for managing the pipelines. Currently, the status of each pipeline is reported in the log files, and also in the database ifpersistence is turned on. If a project has a requirement to handle high data volume, thus requiring many simultaneous pipelines, it is more useful to have a bird's-eye view into the system through this GUI. Another GUI is planned -it will manage the servers (Controller, Service Factory and Persistence Store).
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
Another major feature to be implemented is the utilization of the Java Messaging Bus (JMS). Messages can be sent between the different servers. Also, MATIS will listen on a project bus, where an event will trigger the processing of a pipeline.
While MATIS was created initially for instrument product generation, it is not necessarily limited to just instrument product generation. MATIS is a distributed framework with project specific adaptations. The programs that MATIS calls can very well perform other functions such as report or plot generation, data accountability etc. Therefore, MATIS can be adapted to support other pipelines that would benefit by being automated.
